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 اللغة الحية: اختبار في مادة
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Part one: Reading (15 points)
-Read the text carefully then do the following ativities
According to the medical research center in USA, the rate of food related diseases is in increase due to the wide
consumption of fast food and ready made meals among American families especially teenagers. Last month the
center found that 3 out 5 people are fat thus; this is a real threat, and serious issue to the American community
One of the reasons that lead people to turn to such unhealthy habits are work conditions, time pressure and not to
forget the influence of TV and commercial advertisings. Most of them while at home or in the workplace are exposed
to a variety of ads that are harmful and encourage the eating of junk food (fat and sugary food) through embellishing
such types via the use of colorations, promises of good equality, and time saving. However; the majority of them
seem to ignore the harmful effects of those habits.
The addiction of junk food and any other types of unhealthy food leads people to develop many diseases .it also
causes either an unbalance in energy or a drop of energy consequently; they suffer from obesity, diabetes, eye
problems and generally poisoning cases.
Young people exposed to junk food advertising consume up to 350 more calories every week. ... Consuming
high-calorie drinks and foods, which are usually high in fats as well as salt greatly increases a child's chances of
becoming overweight or have heart attacks.
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The center sates that advertisers use smart mental mechanisms and psychological strategies to grap hold of as
many as consumers they can only for gains and credits. It insists also that it’s high time the government took
measures to prevent unhealthy food otherwise public health will be in risk.
Taken from Dr.Ph.Medical.
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A/Comprehension (08pts)
1-Circle the right answer :( 01pt) the topic discussed in the text above is:
a)-Advertising‘s effect on our health
b)-Advertising and food related diseases
c)-USA preventive measures
2-Say whether the following statements are true or false (02pts)
a-The youth consume less fast food and ready made meals in America
b-Most people are unaware about the impact of advertising
c-The choice for the government is to allow advertising of healthy food
d-The loss of energy balance is dissociated with wide consumption of junk food.
3-Answer the questions below according to the text? (03pts)
a.What did the center find concerning obesity?
b.How did advertisers spread their fast food advertising?
c-What does the center suggest by the end?
4-What do the underlined words refer to in the text (1.5pt)
-them§2…………….
which§4 ………
it§5……..
5*The link word “otherwise” in paragraph §5 used to express (0,5pt)
a) a possible expected result
b)-Possibility in the future
c)-Hypothesis
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B/Text Exploration (07points)
1-Find in the text words that are opposites in meaning to (1.5pt)
Reduction§1≠……
beneficial§2≠…..
Low§4≠……….
2-Compelete the following table (1.5pt)
Verb
Noun
To consume
…………….
…………..
depth
…………
…………

s

Adjective
…………..
………
Preventive
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3-Combine each of the following pairs of sentences using the connectors in brackets. (1.5pts)
1-Satellites are used to control space –Satellites are used to predict the weather.
(both….and)
2- It can make the economic development quicker. Advertising is beneficial
(since)
3 We don’t give more importance to astronomy .Astronomers don’t understand the space mysteries (If)
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b-Ask questions on the underlined words (01.5pts)
The telescope is used for observing stars
-The sun is a star which is 148 million km from earth
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4-Reorder the following sentences to get a coherent paragraph (01pt)
a-This develops a craving for fatty and sugary food in kids.
b-are heavily promoted during children’s TV viewing time
c-affecting their health seriously
d-Junk foods such as pizza, burgers and soft drinks.
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Part two: Written Expression (05points)
Choose only one topic
Topic one: Your teacher asked you to make a project about astronomy. Use the following notes to write an
expository article talking about the benefits of astronomy
Make use of the following notes
*Science / Space /useful
*Earthquake / weather /help
*Control/ stars / Satellites
*Technology / Ships / Airplanes / Future
*Research / stars / important
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Topic two: «Some people believe that advertising has negative impact while others see that it has positive
impact on our society”.Write an argumentative article in which you agree with one of the opinions.
-Respect the outline below
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-Introduction
-The opponents opinion
-Your opinion
-Arguments and examples
-Conclusion
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